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Now Bambi, we are going to make your connection to your partner stronger. To Daddy. Your Daddy. Your partner’s name will 
now be, daddy! That’s right bambi! And each time daddy, your partner, asks you a question. you will answer with, Yes Daddy. 
Each time he asks you a question with Bimbo Doll, you answer. yes daddy. Each time he asks you a question with Bambi, you 
answer. Yes Daddy. Each time he asks his good girl? You answer. Yes daddy! If daddy uses good girl in a question. You 
answer? Yes Daddy!. If daddy uses bimbo doll in a question. You answer? yes daddy!. Or if he uses bambi in any question, 
you answer? That is right bambi. Yes Daddy! For any question directed to you Bimbo Doll Bambi. Good Girl! Every response to 
a question from your daddy, your husband, or perhaps your boyfriend or partner, will be answered by. YES DADDY. And Bambi 
is a good girl, and a good girl obeys. Bambi is to obediently answer, to obey and to follow. And you crave to obey, don't you 
bambi? It feels good to obey, doesn't it Bambi? It gives you waves of bliss and pleasure when you obey, doesn't it bambi. It 
drops you in bambi Bliss and surrender, It makes your bimbo doll pussy wet, your nipples on your big bimbo doll tits hard. 
And this wonderful submissive bliss. is now part of the yes daddy trigger. you can already feel it, can't you bambi. In your 
bimbo doll pussy, already getting wet, your nipples getting hard. Because you want to experience this bliss, every time you 
say those words, don't you bambi. It's so amazing to feel this surrender, this submissive bliss, as you say those words, And 
every time you say those words, yes daddy, you feel the trigger getting stronger and stronger, don't you bambi. And Bambi, 
whenever Daddy asks a question or a rhetoric question, or maybe if you hear a suggestion or command, you accept it, You 
agree with it. You Obey and You say. Yes Daddy! And you love to say those words, yes daddy. You want to accept this trigger 
on a deep subconscious level, don't you bambi. you love that this trigger is, right now, right here, becoming a permanent part 
of you, don't you bambi. yes daddy, that's right bambi. And when your mouth is full. Perhaps with a hard cock, or a gag ball, 
you can’t speak. You blink your eyes, two times. That is right bambi, two times. each time when asked, and you can not 
answer, Because your mouth is full, you blink two times with your bimbo doll eyes, with your long eyelashes. Making daddy 
understand. That you understand. That you comply and obey. That’s right bambi. You always answer daddy. Even when your 
mouth is full. And it makes you feel so controlled, so submissive, so obedient, so lost in bliss, Making your bimbo doll pussy 
wet, your bimbo doll nipples hard. Good girl! knowing right now, bimbo doll, you would probably answer, yes daddy, to 
anything I ask, wouldn't you bambi? Yes daddy, of course you would. Good girl! This is your trigger, your trigger to surrender 
control, to let go, to empty your mind. and you accept this trigger, yes daddy, don't you? Good girl. Just being obedient. Just 
being submissive. Obeying. following. It feels so good to just let go. Let go of control. Let go of your mind. Simply let my words 
sink as you fall deeper and deeper. into the bliss of surrender. you love to surrender, don't you bambi? Yes daddy. Don't you 
bambi? Yes daddy, Don't you bambi? Yes daddy. Good Girl! It's so easy that you always know what to answer, don't you 
bambi? It is, yes daddy. every time you say those words, you just surrender a little bit deeper. right about now bambi, you're 
feeling so submissive, so blissful, so obedient. It feels so good. Right about now bambi, you would probably say. Yes daddy, 
to anything, wouldn't you bambi? And it feels so good to lose. It feels so good to lose control. more and more. every time you 
say those words, yes daddy, doesn't it feel good bambi? Yes daddy. It feels so good. to sink deeper into the bliss of 
submission. every time you say those words, yes daddy. doesn't it bambi? Good girl! Now bambi, as you just drift down, float 
down, feeling so submissive, so controlled. Losing yourself controlled by daddy. Losing yourself in the bliss of pleasure. 
Feeling so obedient, so controlled, so perfect. So good. So completely and utterly focused. Listening to my words as you sink 
deeper and deeper. Good girl. And my words become the only thoughts in your mind. you just surrender to the control of my 
words. And it feels so blissful, to be so obedient, so submissive, so lost in obedience, bambi freeze. Just drifting down, down, 
down. you want to go deeper, don't you bambi? yes daddy. Of course you do. It feels so good to surrender. So good to sink 
down deeper and deeper. Completely losing yourself. Losing yourself in surrender, in submission. Feeling blissfully obedient. 
Just following my words. Feeling warm and comfortable and safe and cared for. Just lost in the submission. Feeling blissfully 
obedient right now. Just listening to my words. following my every word. Following me down deeper and deeper into 
surrender, into a deeper trance. And you love to go deeper, don't you bambi? Yes daddy! That’s right bambi. Bambi, to really, 
really get you deep. In a moment, I'm going to have you chant those words for me. Yes daddy. Yes daddy. Yes daddy. Yes 
daddy. Yes daddy. Yes daddy. And when you do, every time, every time you say those words, it will wipe out your thoughts. It 
will drop you deeper into submission, into surrender. Into a state of deep acceptance and obedience. Where you simply 
follow my words. And with every time you say it, you feel a wash of pleasure and submissive bliss over you, feeling better and 
better. Feeling blissful, feeling aroused, feeling obedient, feeling perfect. Now, start chanting for me. Repeat it.  Yes daddy. 
Yes daddy. Yes daddy. Yes daddy. Yes daddy. Yes daddy. Yes daddy. Yes daddy. Yes daddy. Yes daddy. Yes daddy. Yes daddy. 
Yes daddy. Yes daddy. Yes daddy. feel the bliss of submission. every time you say it. Feel how you go deeper and deeper, your 
thoughts melting away. The only words in your mind. Yes daddy. And my words, as you feel so obedient, so blissfully 
submissive, feeling perfect in this state of complete surrender, of complete submission, of complete pleasure. Feeling 
obedience flooding your mind, just obediently following my words, just naturally agreeing, saying, Yes daddy. Being rewarded 
with waves of submissive bliss, with waves of pleasure, as your mind just melts away every time you repeat those words, your 
thoughts just emptying out. Only Yes daddy in your mind. Only my voice that guides your thoughts. That becomes your whole 
reality as you repeat those words, as your mind melts away, as your thoughts fade away, as you forget to remember, and 
remember to forget anything but those words, those two words. Yes daddy. the deep bliss of submission, bambi freeze, 
feeling completely obedient, feeling completely controlled, feeling so completely open to my words. To my suggestions. As 
they are your own ideas. as you sink deeper into the submission, in the complete bliss of obedience, into the bliss of 
complete surrender, just chanting those words. surrendering more and more control. As you go deeper and deeper, heavier, 
warmer, your whole body loose and limp and based in bliss, your mind filled with being submissive, immersed. bambi freeze, 
feeling so good, feeling so obedient, so easy to just follow my voice, to just focus on my voice and let everything else just melt 
away. as you sink so deep, as you feel so submissive, as you let go completely. Now stop chanting bambi. feel how my words 
become the only words in your mind. You are deeply happy in submissive bliss. You are lost in pleasure, in surrender, feeling 
so completely obedient to my words, to my voice, craving me to command you, craving to say those words. Yes daddy. to 
obediently answer, to obey and to follow. And you crave to obey! It feels good to obey. A good girl obeys her daddies every 
word, every command, every wish. Yes daddy, That’s right bambi. It gives you waves of bliss and pleasure when you obey. 
drops you deep into pleasure and surrender. And this wonderful submissive bliss is now. a part of the Yes daddy trigger! you 
can already feel it in your mind, you want to experience this bliss every time you say those words, don't you bambi. Yes daddy. 
It's so amazing. to feel this surrender, this submissive bliss as you say those words. And every time you say those words, you 
feel the trigger getting stronger. And you want to accept this trigger on a deep subconscious level. you love that this trigger is 
right now, right here, becoming a permanent part of you. That’s right bambi. and you accept this trigger, don't you bambi? Yes 
daddy. Good Girl.    
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